Introduction
Surface nanostructuring and functionalization of materials are currently intensively studied areas in materials science and inorganic chemistry. [1] [2] [3] The catalytic activities of nanostructured metal oxides on a support can differ from those of the corresponding bulk materials, and their dispersion on were prepared with the aim of functionalizing silica and nanostructured silica-zirconia matrices. The mixed matrices for the grafting reactions were prepared by copolymerizing MAPTMS (methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane), the precursor for the silica matrix, with the zirconium tetranuclear derivative [Zr 4 12 ] (OMc = methacrylate), the precursor for the zirconia nanoparticles. Suspension of the silica and silica-zirconia matrices in a solution of the copper dialkylcarbamate led to the functionalization of the respective substrates. The composition, microstructure, morphology, and physicochemical nature of the copper species grafted on the matrices were investigated by FTIR, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), EPR, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), XRD, TEM, and dinitrogen adsorption. The effect of selected experimental parameters (the nature of the copper precursor and of the matrix, grafting time, thermal treatment) on the grafting reaction was investigated. The Cu/Si ratio is increased by increasing the grafting time and the ZrO 2 -SiO 2 matrix is more reactive to attack by the carbamato complexes than either prepared or commercial SiO 2 . After functionalization of the matrix, thermal treatment yielded nanostructured copper(II) oxide clusters, average diameter 12-15 nm, uniformly supported on the silica and on the silica-zirconia matrices.
O 2 A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (OMc)
Keywords: copper oxide · grafting · mixed oxides · nanostructures · surface chemistry the substrate plays a major role in affecting the performance of the catalyst. [1, [4] [5] The selectivity of a heterogeneous catalyst may be controlled through the size, the size distribution, and the dispersion of the nanoparticles on the support. In this framework, one of the general strategies for functionalizing other metal oxide or silica surfaces relies on the anchoring of transition metal polynuclear derivatives or complexes via the surface hydroxyl groups present on the metal oxide surface.
Metal-containing fragments have been dispersed on oxide supports by various methods, such as: a) chemical grafting using a metal alkoxide precursor; [6] b) reaction of a suitable organometallic precursor with the acidic sites of the support; [7] c) reaction of inorganic precursors with the Brønsted acidic sites of silica or other oxides; [8, 9] d) nucleophilic attack of surface hydroxyl groups on metal carbonyl clusters; [10] e) thermolysis of an organometallic or coordination compound. [11] As far as c) is concerned, some of us [12] have introduced a grafting method based on the use of N,N-di-A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G alkylcarbamato complexes, taking advantage of the reactivity of the metal-containing precursor toward the silanol sites of silica. This method has been called "chemical implantation" since it presents a reliable and effective route to the grafting of desired compounds or nanoparticles on a surface using well-defined chemical species as precursors. In the present case, these N,N-dialkylcarbamato precursors offer many advantages: a) they already contain an M À O bond which is susceptible to attack by proton-active molecules; [12h] b) they are readily accessible for virtually all metals; [12i] c) the driving force of the implantation reaction, normally carried out at room temperature, is the release of CO 2 , thus leading to complete conversion. By this method, nanoparticles of Pd, Au, or Pt with diameter < 10 nm were "chemically implanted" on silica [Eq. (1) ]. [12] ½MðO 2 CNR 2 Þ n þ mð#SiÀOHÞ Ð ½ð#SiOÞ m MðO 2 CNR 2 Þ nÀm þ mCO 2 þ mNHR 2 ð1Þ
In the present study, we used the N,N-dialkylcarbamato complexes of copper(II), [CuA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (O 2 CNR 2 ) 2 ], to functionalize silica and silica-zirconia matrices with copper. In particular, [CuA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (O 2 CNiPr 2 ) 2 ] [13, 14] and [CuA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (O 2 CNAll 2 ) 2 ] were prepared and used as copper oxide precursors. Copper-based catalysts were chosen for their interesting catalytic properties [15] [16] [17] in several processes such as the abatement of pollutants, the decomposition of NO x and N 2 O, and the selective reduction of NO x to N 2 , [18] [19] [20] [21] as well as for their low cost compared to catalysts based on noble metals. [18] For these applications, dispersion is one of the key factors affecting the catalytic activity. Several synthetic routes, such as wet impregnation, chemisorption/hydrolysis, [22] ion exchange, and grafting or evaporation on silica, [23] have been used to disperse copper species on single oxide or mixedoxide matrices. Gervasini et al. [24] have reported CuO-based catalysts supported on niobium phosphonate, [15] silica, silicatitania, [25] and silica-alumina matrices, whereas the mechanism of methanol decomposition was studied on Cu/SiO 2 or Cu/ZrO 2 /SiO 2 . [18, 26] Here we have selected the supporting SiO 2 -ZrO 2 matrices according to the best combination of textural and microstructural properties to make them useful as catalysts [33] or catalyst supports: [34, 35] good mechanical strength, acceptable surface area and pore volume, good chemical resistance, good thermal and mechanical stabilities, low thermal expansion, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and high surface acidity. [32] Our synthetic route is based on four steps (Scheme 1):
1) preparation of the silica or silica-zirconia matrices; 2) synthesis of the copper(II) precursors; 3) grafting reaction; 4) calcination in air.
This route to "chemical implantation" on the silica-based matrices leads to a homogeneous dispersion of the metal oxide on the surface and avoids uncontrolled agglomeration and growth of the supported oxide.
The grafting reactions were carried out on commercial silica, as well as on silica and mixed silica-zirconia oxides prepared in our laboratories. [36, 38] The extent of the functionalization, as described below, was evaluated as a function of various experimental parameters, namely: a) the type of matrix (commercially available or synthesized); b) the type of N,N-dialkylcarbamato complex; c) the duration of the matrix-precursor interaction (1, 3, 5, 10, or 15 days); d) the type of thermal treatment (conventional or microwave).
Results and Discussion
The compositional and microstructural features of the matrices are described extensively elsewhere. [36] [37] [38] Microstructure analysis: To evaluate the effect of the surface and morphology of the matrices on the grafting efficiency, the specific surface area of the samples was determined before the grafting experiments by dinitrogen adsorption analysis: samples ZS110 MF1000 and sSi show type IIa isotherms ( Figure 1 ) [49] typical of nonporous or macroporous Scheme 1. The grafting procedure.
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À1
, respectively. The main features of the three matrices are summarized in Table 1 .
However, the experimental uncertainties are increased for samples ZS110 MF1000 and sSi because of their low surface areas, which might also cause the unusual hysteresis between the desorption and adsorption isotherms (Figure 1) .
The nitrogen sorption plot of cSi in Figure 2 shows instead a type IVb isotherm with an H2 hysteresis. [49] This is typical of dried gels of inorganic oxides, characterized by a network of interconnected pores of different forms and sizes. The BET analysis shows a surface area of about 470 m 2 g
.
Thermal behavior: Firstly, TGA was used to investigate the stability of the grafted samples under annealing. The sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-10 in air ( Figure S1 in the Supporting Information) is characterized by a small weight loss of about 1.6 % up to 800 8C: the first weight loss (0.4 %) up to 200-300 8C can be ascribed to evaporation of residual solvent, whereas above 400 8C the decrease in weight is attributed to the condensation of OH groups with release of water. No further relevant weight loss was detected; this could be ascribed to release of grafted copper oxide induced by the thermal treatment. Since similar low weight losses were observed also for the nonimpregnated matrices, the grafted materials can be considered thermally stable.
Grafting experiments: As mentioned in the Introduction, three experimental parameters varied in the grafting experiments: a) the type of matrix; b) the nature of the N,N-di-A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G alkylcarbamato complex; and c) the grafting time. In particular, we used three different types of matrices (commercial silica, synthetic silica, silica-zirconia), two different coppercontaining precursors, and different grafting times, that is, the duration of interaction between the matrix and the solution of the copper precursor (see the Experimental Section and Table 3 , below). Additionally, selected samples characterized by a higher amount of zirconium (ZS125) were treated at 600 8C by both conventional and microwave heating to investigate the influence on the amount of grafted copper oxide of a) the zirconium content; b) the kind of thermal treatment; and c) the temperature of annealing. In the grafting experiments a high copper precursor concentration (0.5 m) was used to avoid a significant consumption of the grafting agent and also to ensure a large excess of copper over long impregnation times. Accordingly, no decoloration of the precursor solution was observed, whereas the impregnated matrices acquired the typical blue-green color of the precursor solution.
Microstructure, morphology, and composition of the Cu n O x (OH) y -SiO 2 -ZrO 2 systems: The composition of the functionalized systems was investigated by IR spectroscopy and by XPS. The latter method is particularly suitable for the investigation of these systems since it can analyze the chemical environment and, being a highly surface-sensitive method, it allows a reliable quantification of copper species grafted on the surface. In Figure 3 , the IR spectrum of the untreated commercial silica is compared with the spectra of the same silica treated with the two carbamato complexes.
The IR spectra show no bands in the spectral range 1300-1600 cm
, thus excluding the presence [12] of N,N-dialkylcarbamato groups.
The strong bands at 1091 and 800 cm À1 are attributed to the asymmetric and symmetric Si-O-Si stretching of silica, respectively. [36] [37] [38] The weak shoulder at 960 cm À1 , attributed to the Si-OH stretching, is of lower intensity after the grafting reaction with both N,N-dialkylcarbamato complexes, as expected, due to the reaction with the silanol groups of the silica. The same features were observed also in all the IR data of the other functionalized samples (data not shown), thus proving the efficiency of the adopted method. The systems were characterized by XPS data, which, in combination with the XAS studies, shed light on the nature of the Cumatrix interaction. The XPS survey of sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-5 and details of the Cu 2p region are shown in Figure 4 . For copper, the BE values of the Cu 2p 3/2 peak, ranging from 932.2 to 933.5 eV, cannot be used to define unambiguously the oxidation state of copper and the chemical environment. It is well known that Cu II and Cu I are difficult to distinguish, their binding energies being quite similar (CuO 933.6 eV; Cu 2 O 932.5 eV). [40, 41] In this case, other typical features of the XPS spectrum, mainly the shape of the copper Cu 2p region, can lead to a safer assignment, due to the presence, in Cu II species, of the Cu 2p 1/2 and Cu 2p 3/2 peaks along with their shake-up satellites. [15, 23, 24] In particular, in the reported spectrum of Figure 4 the peaks are at 933.9 eV and 953.7 eV, whereas the two satellites are at 939.4 and 959.2 eV, respectively. These findings indicated the presence of Cu II , which was also confirmed by EPR and extended Xray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data discussed below.
The BE of the Zr3d and Si2p regions (selected regions not shown) are observed at 182.8-183.4 and 102.8-103.6 eV, respectively, which are typical of the corresponding dioxides, as reported elsewhere. [37, 38] Furthermore, the experimental Si/Zr molar ratio is 10, in agreement with the nominal composition of the solution used for the synthesis of the matrix. The BE in the 532.2-532.6 eV region is typical of O 1s in a silica environment. [40, 41, 42] In sample sSi Cu1, the BE values of the Cu 2p region are slightly higher than in the other samples (934.7 eV), and this finding can be ascribed, according to observations made by other authors also, [23, 24, 43, 44] to an interaction with the support oxide, which in turn would demonstrate the fine dispersion of the copper species. If CuO were present in an agglomerate state, the BE typical of bulk CuO would be observed instead. In this case, the presence of well-dispersed Cu II species interacting with the OH groups of the silica support (935.3 eV) could be inferred. [24, 43] XRD and TEM measurements shed some light on the microstructure of the materials.
After the grafting experiments and the thermal annealing at 600 8C, the XRD pattern of sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 ( Figure 5 ) contains the typical reflections of tetragonal zirconia, [38] as well as further reflections peaking at 35.58 and at 38.88 which overlap with them. Less intense features are present at 2q = 48.88, 53.38,58.28, 61.68, 66.18, and 67.08. This pattern corresponds to the monoA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G clinic copper oxide tenorite, [45] the two most intense reflections corresponding to the ( 1 11 [46, 47] applied to the most intense reflection (1 11) determined an average crystallite size of 13 nm.
The presence of well-dispersed spherical and oblate copper oxide nanoparticles with an average diameter of about 12-15 nm was also confirmed by TEM, in agreement with the XRD results. As can be seen in Figure 6 for sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3, the nanoparticles are grafted homogeneously on the surface of the silica-zirconia matrix and well separated, thus confirming that the chosen synthetic route yields a homogeneous dispersion.
The morphology of the "chemically implanted" materials was investigated by SEM. Two representative images of sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 at different magnifications (found in Figure S4 of the Supporting Information) provide evidence of the presence of compact grains of different volumes and morphologies. Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis confirmed the Zr/Si atomic ratio obtained by XPS (Zr/Si = 1:10) and also a Cu/Si ratio of about 3:1, in perfect agreement with XPS data.
Evolution of the Cu environment upon annealing: To study the change in Cu II coordination due to the annealing treatment of grafted [CuA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (O 2 CNiPr 2 ) 2 ], EPR spectra were recorded at 123 K after the samples had been heated in air to 800 8C in steps of 100 8C.
The EPR spectra of ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 showed the resonance lines of isolated, magnetically diluted, Cu II centers with g k = 2.331, g ? = 2.071, and A k = 151 G (Figure 7 a), in agreement with XPS evidence for the presence of copper in the Cu II oxidation state. The magnetic tensor values (g k @ g ? > g e , ground state: d x 2 Ày 2) are typical of bivalent copper in axial symmetry, consistent with tetragonally elongated octahedral or squareplanar or square-pyramidal ions with four oxygen ligands in the equatorial positions. [48] The coordination number of 4 found for Cu II ions from EXAFS experiments (see under Effect of the temperature and type of thermal treatment, below) confirms the tetragonal symmetry of the environment, as already found in similar systems. [49] The calculated Cu II content of the samples, about 6.8 wt %, is evidence for a relevant amount of grafted copper oxide, but it cannot be compared with the results of XPS, which is a surface-sensitive method whereas EPR probes the whole bulk. After the annealing at 100 8C (Figure 7 b ) and 200 8C, the spectra were similar and did not change with respect to the as-prepared samples. After the annealing at 300 8C (Figure 7 c) and 400 8C, the EPR spectra were slightly broader and showed small differences in the magnetic parameters of Cu II isolated species (g k = 2.319, g ? = 2.078, A ? = 145 G), due to small changes in copper coordination. These Cu II centers accounted for about 70 % of the initial concentration. After annealing at 500 8C, (Figure 7 d) , the content of the Cu II centers decreased further, to about 63 % of the as-prepared sample. The spectra of the isolated Cu II centers were poorly resolved due to the superposition of a broad resonance at g % 2.1-2.2 (vide infra). Their new magnetic parameters (g k = 2.410, g ? = 2.088, A k = 124 G) are still consistent with those of bivalent copper with oxygen atoms in tetragonal symmetry. Their variation is a consequence of the different coordination environment of the grafted Cu II centers after [Cu- 2 ] decomposition, with a higher tetragonal distortion [49] and/or a lower charge on copper. [48] After the annealing at 700 8C (Figure 7 e) and 800 8C (spectrum not shown), the spectra showed the presence of a broad band at g = 2.14, attributed to magnetically coupled Cu II centers, [50] superimposed on the residual resonance lines of isolated Cu II centers. The paramagnetic copper totaled about 40 % of the original quantity: this suggests a partial segregation of CuO with part of the copper still dispersed in the matrix. No EPR signal below the NØel temperature is expected for a CuO antiferromagnetic phase. [51, 52] XPS analyses carried out on the grafted sample showed that the Cu/Si atomic ratio changed from 1:2 before thermal annealing at 600 8C in air to 1:3.5 after the treatment; that is, an appropriate decrease in copper content was observed, which could be due to the segregation of CuO nanoparticles of average diameter about 12-15 nm, as detected by TEM analyses (vide supra). Since the sampling depth of X-rays in XPS analysis is about 4-5 nm, formation of larger nanoparticles would lead to underestimation of the amount of copper.
Effect of the experimental parameters on the grafting efficiency and copper oxide loading: The functionalized, as-prepared samples (that is, without post-treatment at 600 8C) were analyzed by XPS to evaluate the extent of the grafted copper complex from the Cu/Si atomic ratio. Table 2 summarizes the Cu/Si atomic ratios determined by XPS quantitative analysis, as a function of the respective experimental conditions.
Effect of grafting time:
The interaction time (also called "grafting time" below) between the precursor in solution and the matrix is an important parameter. In general, other conditions being unchanged, a higher grafting time leads to a higher copper loading. This can be observed in Figure  S2a -c (Supporting Information) and Table 2 , plots of the Cu/Si atomic ratios for various systems as a function of the grafting time. As a general trend, increasing the time of interaction leads to an increased Cu/Si molar ratio determined by XPS, although the slopes of the curves differ according to the different matrices. In particular, a "damping effect" was observed in commercial silica, as discussed below.
From these data it can be concluded that, at least in the intervals of time (1-10 days) investigated, the proportion of grafted copper varies. As the silica and silica-zirconia matrices especially are characterized by high amounts of surface hydroxyls and Brønsted acidity, [51] a more extensive impregnation can be attributed to the role of the grafting time, enabling a higher number of carbamate precursors to undergo electrophilic attack by the OH groups.
Extensive studies by Belli et al. [12g-o] on the use of carbamates as precursors for grafting reactions have demonstrated that the grafting reaction of metal carbamates (Ru, Pd, Pt, Ag, Au, and so on) to silica matrices is generally fast and quantitative. In the present case, the observed "grafting time effect" can be explained by considering that the increased amount of copper detected on the surface as a function of the increasing impregnation time could be ascribed not only to the grafting reaction, but also to the concurrent hydrolysis. The rate of this latter reaction depends not only on the chemical nature and on the steric hindrance of the R moieties, but also on the trace amounts of water present in the system. Furthermore, whenever the hydrolysis reactions involve the already grafted copper centers, the formation of m-oxo aggregates could also be invoked to explain the longer reaction time observed.
Effect of the chemical nature of the precursors: The nature of the N,N-dialkylcarbamato precursor was found to affect strongly the extent of grafting. In particular, as can be inferred from Table 2 , other conditions being maintained, precursor Cu1 was proven to be more reactive with the matrices than the Cu2 complex and to be more effective in promoting the anchoring to the silica-zirconia support. This can be visualized better in Figure S2 a-c (Supporting Information), in which the reactivities of the two copper precursors Cu1 and Cu2 toward the three different substrates are compared graphically.
This effect can be rationalized by considering the high reactivity of the [CuA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (O 2 CNiPr 2 ) 2 ] precursor, which is known to hydrolyze faster to give an octanuclear species.
Effect of the chemical nature of the matrix and of the amount of zirconium: The most important parameter affecting the efficiency of the grafting reaction is the chemical nature of the matrix. The reactivity of the three different matrices (evaluated in terms of loaded copper) decreases in the order ZS110 MF1000 > sSi @ cSi. This trend can be visualized better in Figure 8 , where the Cu/Si atomic ratios corresponding to the anchoring of complex Cu1 to the three different matrices are compared. The corresponding trends for the Cu2 complex are reported in the Supporting Information, Figure S3 . Although there was a lower grafting efficiency for the Cu2 precursor, the trend is confirmed in both cases. This finding can be explained on the basis of the different tendencies of the three matrices to attack the carbamato precursor electrophilically. The commercial pure silica matrix (cSi) displays a remarkably higher specific surface area than the synthesized one (sSi) (see Table 1 ). In this case, the difference in reactivity can reasonably be ascribed to the higher surface defectivity of the synthesized materials and to the high relative proportion of OH groups on the surface, evidenced by IR [38] and diffuse reflectance IR Fourier transform (DRIFT) analyses reported elsewhere. [52, 53] As far as the silica-zirconia system is concerned, a recent investigation of the surface acidity of the mixed ZrO 2 -SiO 2 systems using DRIFT [52] has shown that they are characterized by a remarkable Brønsted surface acidity that is higher than in silica. [53] This would explain the higher grafting efficiency of the mixed-oxide matrix than of pure silica. [38, 53] Also, Gervasini, Ravasio, and coworkers have reported that the acidity of silica and silicaalumina supports strongly affects both the anchoring and the catalytic activity of CuObased catalysts, and provided evidence that a poor dispersion of the CuO phase is to be as-A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G cribed to a lower concentration of acidic sites on the support. [15, 24, 25, 54] For the mixed oxides, the amount of zirconium also was proven to affect the amount of anchored copper. By comparing two samples characterized by different amounts of zirconium (Zr/Si = 1:2.5 and 1:10), treated at the same temperature and impregnated with Cu1 for three days (see Table 2 ), the amount of copper oxide is slightly higher (Cu/Si = 1:5.2 versus 1:8) in the sample with the higher content of zirconium (Zr/Si = 1:2.5). [38, 53] DRIFT studies confirmed that the presence of zirconium oxide enhances the number and the acid strength of hydroxyl groups on mixed-oxide matrices. Moreover, the Cu1 precursor damps down the effect of the nature of the matrix relative to the Cu2 complex ( Figure 8 and Figure 3 in the Supporting Information), especially over long interaction times (five, ten days). For Cu1 the points corresponding to the synthesized silica and the mixed ZrO 2 -SiO 2 matrix are substantially coincident. This latter result can be ascribed to the higher reactivity of the Cu1 precursor, which presumably overcomes the effect of the matrix reactivity.
Effect of the temperature and type of thermal treatment:
The effect of thermal treatment of the supporting matrices on the grafting efficiency of the carbamate was studied on the matrix with Zr/Si molar ratio = 1:2.5 upon treatment at 600 8C with both conventional and microwave heating, and at 1000 8C with conventional heating, before the grafting experiments. The resulting mixed oxides were then made to react with the carbamato solution of Cu1 for three days.
Comparison of the samples treated at 600 8C and 1000 8C (Table 2 ) demonstrated that, when the temperature of thermal treatment of the matrix is increased, a lower proportion of copper oxide is anchored on the oxide surface: other conditions being equal, the sample ZS125 MF1000 Cu1-3 has a Cu/Si ratio of 1:5.2, whereas the homologue ZS125 MF600 Cu1-3 treated at 600 8C displays a ratio of 1:1.5.
This can be rationalized by assuming that the higher annealing temperatures promote the condensation of the OH groups on the surface of the oxide, as reported extensively in previous studies on these systems, [36] [37] [38] thus yielding unreactive Si À O À Si groups, as evidenced by IR analysis also (vide supra).
There is a lower proportion of grafted copper in the samples treated with microwaves (Cu/Si = 1:5.5) than in those treated conventionally (Cu/Si = 1:1.5; see Table 2 ). This can again be explained by the earlier finding that samples treated conventionally display more Brønsted acidic OH groups. [53] EXAFS and X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy were applied to study the type and structure of the grafted copper species on the various matrices. [55, 56] We analyzed grafted matrices of commercial silica (cSi), synthesized silica (sSi), and the silica-zirconia matrices ZS110 MF1000, ZS125 MF1000, ZS125 MF600, and ZS125 MW600 (Table 3 ). Further EXAFS analyses of Cufunctionalized silica-zirconia materials were performed after an additional calcination step at 600 8C for ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 and at 800 8C for ZS125 MF1000 Cu1-3, ZS125 MF600 Cu1-3, and ZS125 MW600 Cu1-3. Table 4 summarizes the structural parameters determined by curvefitting analysis for all the samples. The EXAFS spectra and Fourier transform plots of selected functionalized samples and the references CuO and Cu(OH) 2 are shown in Figure 9 . (Figure 9b ). The axial oxygen shells at 2.78 and 2.63 are not clearly visible. This can be attributed to a combination of large DebyeWaller factors and interference with oscillations from more distant shells. [57, 58] Accordingly, only the first oxygen shells were fitted, together with the copper shells.
The EXAFS spectra of the samples sSi Cu1-5 (Figure 9 ), ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3, ZS125 MF1000 Cu1-3, ZS125 MF600 Cu1-3, and ZS125 MW600 Cu1-3 exhibit only one oxygen shell at a distance of about 1.94 . The corresponding coordination numbers are about 4. These results are in agreement with a tetragonal oxygen coordination of the grafted copper atoms similar to that in CuO and Cu(OH) 2 . Furthermore, the absence of a second shell suggests that the copper is present as isolated copper atoms or as small amorphous Cu n O x (OH) y aggregates consisting of only a few atoms. These findings are also in accordance with the EPR analyses which show magnetically diluted Cu II centers with a tetragonal symmetry (vide supra). [a] MF = conventional thermal treatment; MW = microwave treatment. 
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Samples cSi Cu1-5 ( Figure 9 ) and cSi Cu2-15 exhibit additionally a Cu shell at a distance of about 2.93 , which indicates the formation of bigger or less disordered Cu n O x (OH) y aggregates than in the samples with only one oxygen shell. However, the absence of Fourier components beyond 3 indicates that there is no long-range order and, hence, that the aggregates are still small and amorphous.
The EXAFS spectrum of sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 was also measured after calcination at 600 8C, when it shows a long-range order similar to that of bulk CuO (Figure 9 ). The fitted interatomic distances and coordination numbers confirm the CuO-like structure of the grafted copper species (Table 4) . This is in agreement with the XRD, EPR, and TEM results which already revealed the presence of nanosized CuO particles after calcination at 600 8C. For the samples ZS125 MF1000 Cu1-3, ZS125 MF600 Cu1-3, and ZS125 MW600 Cu1-3 the local structure does not change upon calcination at 800 8C. There is still only one oxygen shell with a coordination number of about 4. This means that the fine dispersion of the copper species is retained during calcination. Agglomeration and formation of bigger CuO particles does not take place. Figure 10 shows the XANES region of the samples cSi Cu1-5 and ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 (as prepared, and calcined at 600 8C) along with the references Cu 2 O, CuO, and Cu(OH) 2 . The spectrum of Cu 2 O exhibits a strong pre-edge peak (1s!4p transition) at 8984 eV, which is characteristic for Cu I compounds. [57, 61, 62] The XANES spectrum of CuO has the following features: in the pre-edge region there is a low-intensity 1s!3d transition at about 8979 eV, which is typical of Cu II compounds. [63, 64] In addition, there are two peaks along the rising edge between the pre-edge region and the absorption maximum. [62, 63] The first peak at about 8986 eV is attributed to a 1s!4p transition with shakedown contributions and the second peak at about 8993 eV is assigned to a normal 1s!4p transition. Mainly, the transition at 8986 eV is seen as a distinctive shoulder inside the edge, which is characteristic for tetragonal Cu II compounds. For Cu(OH) 2 this shoulder is weaker because the tetragonal distortion is less than in CuO.
The XANES spectra of the samples cSi Cu1-5 and ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 indicate that the grafted copper atoms have an oxidation state of + II because there is no strong pre-edge peak at 8984 eV characteristic of Cu I . In addition, the edge jumps of the samples are located at energy values typical of Cu II . Further evidence for the oxidation state of + II is the presence of the weak 1s!3d transition at 9879 eV. In comparison to the XANES region of CuO, the shoulder of the 1s!4p transition with shakedown contributions is much weaker for the spectra of cSi Cu1-6 and ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3. Rather, the intensity of this shoulder is comparable to that of Cu(OH) 2 , indicating that the grafted copper atoms have a tetragonal oxygen coordination similar to that in Cu(OH) 2 . All the other functionalized samples (not shown in Figure 9 ) exhibit similar XANES spectra to cSi Cu1-5 and ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3, and thus have the same local structure also. For the calcined sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 the intensity of the 1s!4p shakedown transition is comparable to that of CuO. This proves the presence of CuO particles, in agreement with the EXAFS results.
Conclusions
The use of suitably optimized silica-zirconia matrices to anchor copper N,N-dialkylcarbamato precursors, followed by thermal treatment, was proven to be an effective route to achieve the chemical implantation of CuO nanoclusters. The experimental parameters (nature, composition, and heat treatment of the supporting oxide, nature of the precursors, grafting time) play a remarkable role in determining the amount of the anchored nanosized oxide. In particular, it was shown that the synthesized silica-zirconia matrix realizes the highest anchoring efficiency, which can be ascribed to a higher acidity of the hydroxyl groups on the surface of the mixed-oxide matrix. Also the nature of the R group of the carbamato precursor affects the amount of immobilized copper. Time influences the grafting efficiency strongly; however, this effect is less evident for the silica-based matrices, where a smoother dependence of the Cu/Si atomic ratio on time is observed. In the as-prepared samples the copper is present as isolated copper atoms or as small amorphous Cu n O x (OH) y aggregates consisting of only a few atoms. Additional calcination of the sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 at 600 8C yields CuO nanoparticles on the surface of the silica- Figure 10 . Normalized Cu K-edge XANES spectra of cSi Cu1-5, ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3, ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-3 (calcined at 600 8C), and the references Cu 2 O, CuO, and Cu(OH) 2 . Spectra have been shifted for clarity. zirconia matrix. This is not observed for the samples ZS125 MF1000 Cu1-3, ZS125 MF600 Cu1-3, and ZS125 MW600 Cu1-3. Here, the fine dispersion of the copper species, observed in the as-prepared samples, is retained during calcination. Agglomeration and formation of CuO nanoparticles does not take place.
The optimized procedure can be considered a controlled and effective approach to the functionalization of oxide matrices with nanostructured metal oxides. Due to the wide availability of different metal N,N-dialkylcarbamato precursors, the procedure described could pave the way to a further modification of oxide surfaces by chemical implantation of metal oxide nanoparticles. In particular, the route developed could be used advantageously to address the synthesis of ZnO or TiO 2 nanoparticles supported on silica-zirconia matrices, which are also interesting materials for catalysis and sensing.
A further interesting implementation of the method would rely either a) on the preparation and use of mixed N,N-dialkylcarbamato precursors, which would make it possible to prepare mixed-oxide nanoparticles supported on the oxide matrix, or b) on the preparation of mixtures of N,Ndialkylcarbamato precursors to prepare different oxide nanoparticles dispersed on the mixed matrix. Use of cobalt or manganese carbamates and careful choice of the experimental conditions to control their evolution would, for instance, enable the preparation of magnetic oxide nanoparticles supported on oxide matrices.
For the preparation of supported nanoparticles the approach presented here has advantages over other synthetic routes, such as CVD or sol-gel methods, [65] . Firstly, as outlined in the Introduction and in the Experimental Section, the presence of several independent experimental parameters (nature and molar ratios of the precursors, nature and temperature of thermal annealing, grafting time, nature of the matrix) makes the method highly versatile, also enabling controlled tuning of the composition and of the microstructure of the nanostructured materials obtained. The approach, although involving several synthetic steps, allows very good control on a) the composition of the final material (by careful choice of the precursors), b) the amount of supported materials (by changing the grafting times and supporting matrix), and c) the size of the oxide nanostructures (by variation of the annealing temperature). Last but not least, the seeded growth of the nanoparticles starting from molecular complexes makes it possible to control formation of nanoparticles with narrow size dispersity, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the molecule-to-material concept. A switch from N,N-dialkylcarbamato to N,N-dialkyldithiocarbamato precursors would also represent an effective and original route to the tailored preparation of metal sulfide nanoparticles supported on mixed oxides, which could be interesting for optical or nonlinear optical applications.
Experimental Section
Chemicals: Due to the high moisture sensitivity of the precursors, all preparations were carried out in standard Schlenk tubes under an argon atmosphere, unless otherwise stated. Amines (diisopropylamine (NHiPr 2 ) and diallylamine (NHAll 2 )) and heptane (Aldrich) were distilled over the appropriate drying agent under an argon atmosphere. CuCl 2 ·H 2 O (Aldrich), 99.8 % purity, was dried before use by heating at 140 8C in vacuo for three days. CO 2 , 99.99 % purity, was purchased from Air Liquide and used as received. Tetrabutoxozirconium(IV), 80 % in butanol (Strem Chemicals), methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MAPTMS) purchased from ABCR GmbH, Germany, dry tetrahydrofuran, and dry toluene (Aldrich) were used as received or distilled before use, and stored under argon. Methacrylic acid, 99 % (Aldrich), was distilled under reduced pressure and stored under argon. Dibenzoyl peroxide (Aldrich) was used as a thermal initiator for the polymerization reactions of MAPTMS.
Cu1 was prepared as reported by Agostinelli et al. [13] An NHiPr 2 solution (7 mL, 49.9 mmol) in heptane (25 mL) was saturated with CO 2 . Anhydrous CuCl 2 (1.50 g, 11.2 mmol) was added, the suspension was stirred for 24 h at RT, and the system was saturated periodically with CO 2 ; a blue solution and a colorless precipitate of 4 ] n , suitable for single-crystal X-ray analysis was observed. [66] This product, at present under study, was separated by filtration and washed once with heptane (30 mL). Inorganic matrices: For the grafting experiments, six different kinds of matrices were used: a commercial silica for flash chromatography A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (cSi) and five synthesized matrices. The matrices sSi, ZS110 MF1000, ZS125 MF1000, ZS125 MF600, and ZS125 MW600 were prepared as reported previously [36] [37] [38] by copolymerization of the oxozirconium derivative Zr 4 O 2 A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (OMc) 12 (OMc = methacrylate) [40] with prehydrolyzed MAPTMS followed by thermal treatment in a conventional muffle or in a microwave oven. The zirconium oxocluster was prepared as described in ref. [67] . Table 3 summarizes the Zr/Si molar ratios used for the preparation of the matrices (according to the nominal composition of the solution) and the annealing conditions.
Chemical grafting: All matrices were heated at 160 8C in vacuo for 10 h to remove the physisorbed water. Although they had already been treated at 600 8C and 1000 8C, respectively, they were stored for some days before the grafting experiments, and this could have caused their (at least partial) rehydration. Consequently, to avoid concurrent reaction of water with the carbamates, the matrices were heated again in vacuo. In a typical grafting experiment, a solution (10 mL, 0.5 m) of a copper precursor (Cu1 or Cu2) in heptane was added to the matrix (0.9 g) under an argon atmosphere. The suspension was stirred for the time reported in Table 5 , then filtered. To remove the adsorbed unreacted copper complex, the product was washed with heptane (3 10 mL) and Et 2 O (3 10 mL), suspended in heptane (20 mL), and recovered by filtration. Table 5 explains www.chemeurj.org the labeling system, and gives the copper precursor, the grafting time, and the type of matrix for the samples discussed in this paper. A complete list of all the samples prepared is reported in the Supporting Information (Table S4 ). Selected functionalized samples were further annealed at 600 8C for 4 h to study their crystallization behavior and to promote the formation of CuO nanoparticles grafted on the silica and on the silica-zirconia matrices.
Characterization of the materials: Transmission FTIR spectra were recorded at RT with a Nicolet Nexus 870 FTIR spectrophotometer in the range 400-4000 cm
À1
, by averaging 32 scans, with a resolution of 4 cm À1 . The solid samples were ground finely in a mortar and analyzed after dispersion in pellets of spectroscopic-grade KBr (Merck AG, Germany).
The solids were investigated by XPS with a Perkin-Elmer f 5600ci instrument using standard AlK a radiation (1486.6 eV) operating at 350 W. The working pressure was 5 10 À8 Pa ( % 10 À11 torr). The calibration was based on the binding energy (BE) of the Au 4f 7/2 line at 83.9 eV with respect to the Fermi level. The standard deviation for the BE values was 0.15 eV. The reported BEs were corrected for the BE charging effects, assigning the BE value of 284.6 eV to the C 1s line. For the calcined samples, the charging effects were corrected by assigning the value of silica (103.6 eV) to the Si 2p region. [42] Survey scans were obtained in the 0-1350 eV range (pass energy 187.5 eV, 1.0 eV/step, 25 ms/step). Detailed scans (58.7 eV pass energy, 0.1 eV/step, 50-150 ms/step) were recorded for the O 1s, C 1s, Zr 3p, Zr 3d, Si 2p, Cu 2p, and Cu LMM regions. The atomic composition, after a Shirley-type background subtraction, [68] was evaluated using sensitivity factors supplied by Perkin-Elmer. [40] Charge effects were partially compensated by using a charge neutralizer (flood gun). Peak assignment was carried out according to literature data. [15, 23, 24, 40, 41, 69] TGA experiments were performed in an open alumina pan on samples of about 15 mg with an SDT 2960 thermobalance (TA Instruments) in the range 25-1100 8C under an air flux of 70 cm 3 min
, and with a heating rate of 20 8C min
Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms were determined at 77 K using an adsorption porosimeter (Micromeritics, ASAP 2010/2020) on samples outgassed for 6 h at 473 K in vacuo before analysis. The BET surface area was evaluated using adsorption data in the pressure range 0.05-0.2 atm. [70] The total pore volume was estimated from the amount of gas adsorbed at a relative pressure of about 0.99 atm.
XRD data were collected with a Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer equipped with a Gçbel mirror and a Cu-K a source (40 kV, 40 mA). The angular accuracy was 0.0018 and the angular resolution was better than 0.018.
For TEM, a drop of a suspension of the sample in acetone was deposited on a carbon-coated 400-mesh copper grid in a Zeiss EM 912 OMEGA instrument operating at an acceleration voltage of 120 kV.
The X band continuous-wave EPR spectra of grafted [CuA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (O 2 CNiPr 2 ) 2 ] for samples before and after annealing in air were recorded at 123 K on a Bruker EMX instrument, using 10 mW microwave power and 10 G modulation amplitude. The temperature was controlled with an Oxford cryostat. The g values were standardized with diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (DPPH). The number of paramagnetic centers (spins/gram) was calculated by calibration curves of the resonance area of CuA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (NO 3 ) 2 ·0.5 H 2 O in frozen ethylene glycol/water solutions with an accuracy estimated at AE 10 %.
The thermal treatments were performed under flowing dry air in a quartz apparatus suitable for both gas-flow and EPR measurements, up to 800 8C in steps of 100 8C (30 min).
The XANES and EXAFS measurements at the Cu K-edge (8979 eV) were performed at the beamline XAS at ANKA, Angstroemquelle Karlsruhe, Germany. The samples were measured in transmission mode with a SiA C H T U N G T R E N N U N G (111) double-crystal monochromator. Measurements of the sample ZS125 MF1000 Cu1-3 (as prepared, and calcined at 800 8C) had to be carried out in fluorescence mode because of the low copper concentration in these two samples. The spectra were collected with a seven-element germanium fluorescence detector at beamline X1 of the Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor (HASYLAB) at DESY in Hamburg, Germany. The sample powders were embedded in a cellulose matrix and pressed into pellets. All experiments were carried out under ambient conditions at 21 8C. Energy calibration was performed with a copper metal foil. Data evaluation started with the removal of background absorption from the experimental spectrum by subtraction of a Victoreen-type polynomial which was fitted to the pre-edge region of the spectrum. After normalization of the spectrum, the program AUTOBK [71] was used to remove the post-edge background and to isolate the EXAFS function c(k). Curve fitting analysis of the EXAFS function was performed according to the curved wave formalism of the program EXCURV98. [72] The amplitude reduction factor (AFAC) was fixed at 0.8. 3 Cu1 ZS110 MF1000 ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-5 5 Cu1 ZS110 MF1000 ZS110 MF1000 Cu1-10 10 Cu1 ZS110 MF1000 ZS125 MF1000 Cu1-3 3 Cu1 ZS125 MF1000 ZS125 MF600 Cu1-3 3 Cu1 ZS125 MF600 ZS125 MW600 Cu1-3 3 Cu1 ZS125 MW600
[a] The first two parts of a sample label specify the matrix (Zr:Si molar ratio, type of oven, annealing temperature); the third part refers to the parameters involved in the grafting experiment (nature of the precursor, grafting time). For instance, sample ZS110 MF1000 Cu2-10 was prepared from a silica-zirconia matrix with a Zr/Si molar ratio of 1:10 which was treated in a muffle (MF) oven at 1000 8C. Grafting was performed with the Cu2 precursor for ten days.
